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i already had it all back as far as
the ypump which has a

differential in it to adjust the
pump flow. all the wiring was in

good shape the ignition wire was
loose by the distributor it was

only off by 3 wire. i swapped into
the new head and was having no
issues on the way to the first gear
and i was going great about 6 on
the way in a 40. it wont even go

past 3rd on the way out. i
replaced the pump today to the

exact same one and still no luck i
sure that it in someways related
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to the ypump as the head was
only installed a few days ago.

thanks in advance for your reply.
thank you for the very clear

instructions that you have shared.
i bought this 6.4l engine last year
and i followed your instructions to
the letter and my engine got up

to 4500 rpms but its still the
same diference in the noise. it
has the same problem as my

2000 motor but worse now. now
my question is do you have a

recomendation for a new turbo
for this engine. i think if you are

concerned about your engine
catching fire it is best that you
pull it and get it repaired. this
problem does not cause your

engine to overheat it just means
that there is a problem with your
coolant system. it sounds like it

might be cracked and this can be
repaired by sealing the crack. this
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should not cause your engine to
over heat and is less expensive
than replacing your engine. if

your engine does over heat it is
time to get an engine overhauled
and have it replaced. how long is
your car? if it is under warranty, i
think you are safe to drive until
then. after that i do not know
what to tell you. i would stop

driving the car completely until
an engine rebuild is done, as it
will not be safe for you to drive
even while the engine is being

repaired.
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as a testament to the quality and
capabilities of the gt-3200
plus,the us air force has a
squadron of over 50 use

gt-3200s. several of these have
been modified with new
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o.e.m.-specific heads by koth
racing and have been given some

7.0 test ratings. when garrett
released its first oil-cooled turbos
in 1991, little was known about

the engines running their record-
setting numbers, but the first

tuner to successfully track down
the key elements was miehls

automotive in germany. using the
information and insight miehls

gained, garrett went on to hone
the technology in the more than
20 versions released from 1994

to present day. with the
continued popularity of the

garrett gt-3200 and its variants
and the continued evolution of
open source technologies for
programming and developing

new combinations of components,
it is almost guaranteed that the
gt-3200 remains the industry

leader in extreme-performance
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turbos. i am pleased to announce
that the long-awaited garrett

gt-40 pickup has finally arrived at
my door. it will be the first pickup

ever built by dtg (i’m looking
forward to showing it off at the

next svra’s show). we are a family
friendly blog and hope to foster a
positive environment where our
visitors can share their opinions

and ideas without fear of
prejudice or personal attacks. all
content posted on this blog is the

sole responsibility of the site
admin and does not reflect the
views of fellow members of the

www.rocketshader.com
community. it seems that some
people are saying that this is a

turbo failure. but no matter how
the truth is that has no bearing
on this post at all. in fact after
you read this post you will be

more then ready to fire an over
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priced government employee.
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